Harris Wins Edge In Precinct Polls

A surprising 27 percent of the Oklahoma County Democrats were in the primary elections held last week, and of the votes cast, Freda Harris, who has been first choice for President, marched on to win by a wide margin. Mr. Harris, 56, who is the Oklahoma County District Attorney, said he was happy with the results.

In the race for Governor, Mr. Harris received 20 percent of the vote, while his opponent, Mr. Brown, who is the Oklahoma County Sheriff, received 8 percent. In the race for Congress, Mr. Harris received 15 percent of the vote, while his opponent, Mr. Smith, who is the Oklahoma County District Attorney, received 5 percent.

The results of the primary were announced by the Oklahoma County Democratic Party, who said they were pleased with the outcome.

BOMB SUSPECT ARRESTED

By NICK SLEAFORD
The Journal News

A suspect in the stabbing of a young woman in Oklahoma City has been arrested and charged with assault with a deadly weapon.

Police say the suspect, 21-year-old John Doe, was arrested after a brief chase on Wednesday night.

Doe was found to have a knife and was arrested for assault with a deadly weapon.

The victim, 18-year-old Jane Doe, was taken to the hospital with non-life-threatening injuries.

The investigation is ongoing.

GRANT ALERT READY

By TERENCE STONE
The Journal News

A new federal grant program has been announced for schools in Oklahoma, aimed at improving student achievement.

The grant program will provide funding for school districts to implement evidence-based interventions and strategies that have been proven effective in improving student outcomes.

The grant application period will begin soon, and schools are encouraged to apply.

State Delays Bond Payoff

By LARRY CAMPBELL
The Journal News

The state of Oklahoma has delayed bond payments, which has left some school districts without the funds they need to provide quality education.

This delay puts pressure on local school districts, who are already struggling to meet the needs of their communities.

The state needs to prioritize funding for education and ensure that school districts have the resources they need to provide a quality education for all students.

Inside News

Shakopee Sports Debate

On Tuesday night, the Shakopee community debated the merits of a new sports stadium.

The focus of the debate was on the potential economic benefits and drawbacks of the proposed stadium.

The debate was lively and engaging, with passionate arguments on both sides.

Leggings A Victory?

On Wednesday, the United States Court of Appeals ruled in favor of a leggings company in a case involving the patentability of their product.

The court ruled that the leggings were not eligible for patent protection because they did not involve a significant new improvement over existing technology.
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Ruminations

Red Sox

The Red Sox were unable to close out the series, falling in Game 4 to the St. Louis Cardinals.

Despite their loss, the Red Sox remain one of the top teams in the league, with a record of 78-46.

Graveyard

This story was originally published in the Daily Times on October 6, 1962.
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Court Will Weigh Vo-Tech Dispute

There's No Place Like Singer, And

No Time Like Now To Save! $40 off

OU Theatre's 'Night Music' Doesn't Miss A Beat

Sears

sale! save $3.01!

polyester double knit pants

sale! save $5.01!

jacket dresses

sale! 20% off

classic dress coat with lamp look trim

sale! save $1.01!

smart fashion headbands

sale! save $4.01!

fully lined nylon quilt robes
Athlete Compares Olympics Then, Now Owens Says Discrimination Gone

Cherokee Translators Not Called On To Aid Voters

Judge Defers Hearst Ruling

HEAVY-DUTY Kenmore 3-Cycle Automatic Washer

SALE! Save '50.07' to '50.95' Kenmore Dishwashers

SALE! Save '130.95' on 30-in. Electric Range with Ceramic Cooktop

SALE! For '12.07' Kenmore Humidifier

SALE! For '47.88' Kenmore Dishwasher

SALE! For '229' Kenmore 3-Cycle Automatic Washer

SALE! For '159' Low-Price Dryer with Three-Cycle Setting

SALE! For '139' Low-Price Dryer with Prem-Set Temperatures

SALE! For '338' Kenmore Chest Freezer

SALE! For '199' Kenmore Refrigerator and Freezer

SALE! For '99.97' Kenmore Gas Range

SALE! For '79.97' Kenmore Wall Oven

SALE! For '59.97' Kenmore Countertop Oven

SALE! For '54.97' Kenmore Wall Oven

SALE! For '49.97' Kenmore Wall Oven

SALE! For '39.97' Kenmore Wall Oven

SALE! For '39.97' Kenmore Wall Oven

SALE! For '39.97' Kenmore Wall Oven
Police Investigate Death Of Terminally Ill Teenager

MISSISSIPPI (AP) — Police said Friday they are investigating the death of a terminally ill teenager who was found dead in a car in a hotel parking lot.

The teen, identified as J.D. Smith, died early Thursday morning in a hotel in Southaven, about 20 miles (32 kilometers) east of Memphis, according to the DeSoto County Sheriff's Office.

The sheriff's office said Smith died after a long illness and that investigators were trying to determine if the death was related to his illness or if there were other factors involved.

The investigation is ongoing and the Sheriff's Office is asking the public for any information that might help them determine what happened.

Ford Shakeup Sparks Debate Over Kissinger's Power

WASHINGTON — As a crisis in the Middle East threatens to escalate into a full-scale war, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is facing a new crisis of his own: the growing political backlash against his policies.

Kissinger's decision to send a special envoy to Moscow to negotiate a cease-fire in the Middle East has been met with a mix of praise and criticism. Some have hailed his efforts as a triumph of his diplomatic skills, while others have accused him of being too quick to compromise.

Kissinger's opponents say the envoy's mission is a waste of time and that it will only embolden the Israelis and Palestinians to continue fighting. They argue that Kissinger should have taken a tougher line and demanded a more concrete commitment to a peaceful settlement.

But Kissinger's supporters say his approach is necessary to prevent a full-scale war and that his efforts are paying off. They point to the reduction in violence in the region as proof of his effectiveness.

SALE! Save $101.95! on this 100% Solid-State Console Color TV

Sears

SALE! Save $4.03 Off! our lowest price ever for these men's textured crepe shirts

Dress or casual, you set the pace in our blazer trio

69.97

7.97

8.97

9.97

FREE!

We'll deliver our savings! Make your store's own pocketless shirt with the textured crepe fabric. It's made of lightweight, easy-to-iron fabric that's been treated to feel like a brand new shirt. It's designed to look great and last longer. And, the savings will be a full range of sizes from Small to 4X Large.

Defect Corrected
New Surgery To Help Tots

"Helpful, Inc.", a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, is offering free surgery to help children with birth defects. The organization provides surgical and medical care to children under the age of 18. The surgery is performed by a team of surgeons and other medical professionals who volunteer their time.

Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) is a strong supporter of the organization and has helped raise awareness about its work. He has said that the organization is doing important work and that more people should become involved.
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Extension Sought
Home Loan Vote Shelved

By Tony Barber

The Oklahoma City Council voted Monday to reconsider a proposal for a home loan program. The council had approved the program last week, but several councilors said they were concerned about the program's cost and its potential impact on the city's budget. The new proposal would include a loan to a family whose property is at risk of foreclosure. The loan would be made available to the family at no cost to the city or the homeowner. The councilors also discussed the possibility of creating a home loan program for low-income families.

Bowers Endorsed By Panel

The Oklahoma City Council voted Monday to endorse a proposal for a home loan program. The proposal would allow the city to provide loans to homeowners who are facing foreclosure. The program would be funded through a tax increase and would provide loans to a maximum of $10,000. The councilors also discussed the possibility of creating a home loan program for low-income families.

Texan Nabbed
In Kidnapping

By Bob Baker

A Texas man was arrested on Thursday in Oklahoma City in connection with the kidnapping of a woman in Texas. The man, identified as Mark Smith, is accused of abducting the woman from her home in Texas and taking her to Oklahoma City. Smith was arrested after a police chase in Oklahoma City. The woman was later released unharmed.

Entrance Named
For Kirkpatrick

The entrance to a new park in Oklahoma City was named in honor of a former Oklahoma City city councilor, John Kirkpatrick. The entrance was formally named on Wednesday in a ceremony attended by family members and city officials. Kirkpatrick served on the city council for 20 years and was known for his work in the community.

Skies To Begin
Clearing Today

The weather is expected to clear up today in Oklahoma City. The National Weather Service has issued a forecast for the area, predicting that skies will begin to clear up later this morning. The forecast also predicts that temperatures will remain cool, with a high of 55 degrees.

Corner Marks 25

Mr. Fred Foster, owner of the Oklahoma City emporium, was marked 25 years ago today. Foster opened the emporium in 1975 and has been a fixture in the downtown area ever since. The emporium is known for its unique selection of clothing and accessories.
Panel Weakens Curbs On Tax Shelters

WASHINGTON, (AP) - The House Ways and Means Committee weakened curbs on tax shelters Thursday by a vote of 17-13 that failed to include provisions that would have forced banks to reveal whether they were involved in tax shelters.

The vote was taken as part of the tax shelter section on the House floor. The Senate version of the bill also failed, but the two chambers are expected to negotiate a compromise. The vote was 17-13.

Students To Hear About OBU

Students at Oklahoma Baptist University are hearing about the university's new music program, which is expected to attract more students interested in music.

The program, which will be launched next fall, will offer degrees in music performance, music education, and music business.

Senate Passes Food Aid Bill

The Senate has passed a bill that would provide food aid to low-income families. The bill, which was sponsored by Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., would provide federal funds for food aid to states that have high poverty rates.

The measure, which was approved by a 96-1 vote, would provide up to $3 billion annually for food aid.

Organizers Set

Organizers for a new festival that will be held in Oklahoma City have set a schedule of events.

The festival, which will be called "Oklahoma City Fringe," will feature music, theater, dance, literature, and visual art.

The festival, which will take place from September 15 to 23, will be held at various locations throughout the city.
WITH JIMERSONS, IT'S A REGULAR FAMILY AFFAIR

by Mike Horman

The Jimersons are like a family who have been together for a long time. The members of the family are all very close, and they always look out for each other. They have a strong bond, and everyone loves being a part of it.

Transport

Transport is one of the most important parts of Jimersons. They have a lot of different modes of transportation, and they use them all. From cars to trucks, they have it all. They even have a private airplane that they use for long-distance travel.

63 hours

Jimmer's are a very active family. They love to travel and explore new places. They have been all around the world, and they always look forward to their next adventure.

Jimerson's has been in business for over 50 years. They have a long history of providing excellent service to their customers. They are proud of their reputation and work hard to maintain it.

Open an Account

Jimerson's is a great place to work. They have a fun and family-friendly atmosphere. They treat their employees like family, and they always look out for each other.

Cross Road

Chrysler - Plymouth

service with pride

208 SW 74th
631-7611
Grant's One-Two Punch Is Knockin' 'Em Silly

by John Martin

For years the tradition of Grant Chambers has been a topic of discussion among basketball fans. The Chambers' success has been attributed to the unique style of play that they have developed. In recent years, the Chambers' have been making waves with their new two-way style of play, which has earned them the nickname of "The Grant Chambers Style".

The Chambers' style of play is based on a combination of speed, agility, and teamwork. They have been known to play fast-paced games, with an emphasis on quick decisions and opportunistic plays. The Chambers' have been successful in adapting their style of play to different opponents and situations, making them a versatile and formidable team.

The Chambers' have also been known for their defensive prowess. They have been able to exploit their opponents' weaknesses and capitalize on their mistakes, leading to decisive victories. Their defensive style is characterized by aggressive pressure, quick containment, and a strong commitment to teamwork.

The Chambers' have been able to maintain their success by continually refining their style of play and adapting to changing circumstances. They have been able to stay ahead of the curve by embracing new technologies and strategies, making them a model of innovation and adaptability in the world of basketball.

McBroom, Ada On Top Again

by John Martin

The Ada Towers have been on top again in recent years. The team has been able to maintain their success by continually refining their style of play and adapting to changing circumstances. They have been able to stay ahead of the curve by embracing new technologies and strategies, making them a model of innovation and adaptability in the world of basketball.
OU To See A Vastly-Improved Kansas Club

by Al Euchbach

When Bob Stoops took over the head job at Oklahoma last year, one of the first promises he made was to give the Sooners a solid defense. He did just that this year with a unit that ranks first in the nation in several categories. The defense has been led by the strong showing of cornerback Darrell Bowes, who has had a spectacular season. Bowes' four interceptions have been returned for touchdowns, and his 13 pass breakups have been a big factor in the Sooners' success.

Revenge-Securing Pokes Down to Last Bowl Shot

by Tom Dirato

The Oklahoma Sooners are looking for the last shot at the Oklahoma State Cowboys, who defeated them 25-17 in Stillwater. The Sooners' defense will need to step up and make a few big plays to secure the victory. The young Sooners have the potential to pull off an upset, but it will take a solid performance on both sides of the ball to earn the win.

FREE INSTALLATION

In-Dash B-Track Stereo

AM/FM Stereo Radio

$99.95

EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE

Located In

REIDING SHOPPING CENTER

4121 SOUTH WESTERN

632-5443

STEREO CITY

Phi. 236-5447

H.W. 150th and Penn

Tune in next weekend for our lightning deal...
OU Secondary Its Best Ever?

Sidney Brown  Zac Henderson
Scott Hill  Jerry Anderson

There are many who think that the 1975 Oklahoma Bo-
nancy could be the best on the order of magnitude.

There are a number of factors that contribute to the
success of the team. The offensive line is strong,
with a balanced attack that can move the ball downfield.
The defense is also solid, with a strong pass rush and
defensive line rotation. The team has a good mix of
junior and senior leadership, with veterans like Brown,
Henderson, Hill, and Anderson providing experience.

OU secondary Its Best Ever?

KICK OFF WITH A
GREAT FOOD SPECIAL
EVERY 5 PM
SUNDAY 10 PM

CLOSEOUT SALE ON
NEW VOLKSWAGENS
Rabbits * Sciroccos
Dashers * Lagrandes
Buses*
Most Other Dealers
Are Advertising They
Have The Lowest Price
Shop us Last and We’ll
Give You The BEST
DEAL in Town.

We Pay Cash For
Good Used Cars.

25% OFF
ON TIRES
MOUNTING & BALANCING
FREE
TIRE & ACCESSORY CENTER INC.

2125 C 15th Street, Okla City, OK 73103
(405) 232-9000

Al Estchbach's column

Enforcement this year - that was up until the Oklahoma
Boone field.

"Boone played a perfect game against OSU."

"I've never seen anything better play a total game.

"I had a little disappointment with his play this year,

because I didn't think he was playing his best ability. I
looked at him and talked to him and he was doing better.
He really put a force against Oklahoma Boones.

"The team that had the best chance was Oklahoma Boones,

a team from Texas."

"Boone played a great game and did all the job. It's
starting to look very complicated. He's doing a good job.
The team has the best line and the best ability."

"The team that had the best chance was Oklahoma Boones,

a team from Texas."

"Boone played a great game and did all the job. It's
starting to look very complicated. He's doing a good job.
The team has the best line and the best ability."
Cameron Streak Too Late
For Playoff Berth
by Arnold Hamilton

Last October Cameron became a member of the National Collegiate All-Star Association. On December 1, the All-Star football game was held in Los Angeles. Cameron played for the West team.

This means that the Aggies have to start at a high level. The team's performance in the game will be crucial in determining whether they make it to the national championship game or not.

In order to achieve this goal, the Aggies need to focus on their strengths and work on improving their weaknesses. By doing so, they can increase their chances of winning the game and securing a spot in the national championship.

However, the Aggies' season has not been without its challenges. They have faced tough opponents and have had to overcome several obstacles. But through hard work and dedication, they have been able to stay competitive and maintain their high level of play.

The Aggies' next game is against the powerful team from the East. This will be a crucial test for their performance and will determine whether they can continue their winning streak or face a setback.

Overall, the Aggies have shown great potential and have the ability to achieve great things. With their hard work and determination, they can continue to improve and become a force to be reckoned with in the football world.

League Crowns This Week's Booty
John Martin prep predictions

Two sensations 34 months on the high school-prep ladder: Ron Smith of Los Angeles, 6-foot-3, 235-pound halfback at Long Beach Poly, and John Ogden of Fullerton, 6-foot-3, 240-pound defensive tackle at Fullerton. Smith, who starred for coach John Martin, was first to be named. Smith, who has also starred in basketball for the Poly Bears, is considered one of the best halfbacks in the state. Ogden, who has been a dominant force on the defensive line for Fullerton, is also a top contender for the title. Martin's prep predictions are eagerly awaited by high school football fans throughout California.
See Why We Sell More Famous Brand Furniture Than Anybody! Anywhere.

SAVE $100
$347

Add Bold Future-Look Beauty With Kroehler Royale Sofa

Be first with this avant-garde look now sweeping continental Europe. It's chic, individual and superbly comfortable with thick 3-cushion look backs in naugahyde fabric backed vinyl with unique arms.

SAVE $100
$247

Add Kroehler Royale Sofa In Naugahyde With Nailhead Trim!

Co-ordinate your dream living room at giant savings! Luxury details include nailhead trim on arms and legs, plump headrests, deep-seated comfort and spring base. In naugahyde!

Prices Effective Thru Nov. 11th, 1975
While Quantities Last

OPEN DAILY 10 AM TO 10 PM SUNDAY NOON TO 6 PM